FORMER PRESIDENT WINS MEDAL FROM THE ROYAL SOCIETY

Dr. Arthur N. Noyes '86 Given the 1926 Hughes Medal in Physical Chemistry

COOLIDGE IS ALSO CITED

Latter Is Famous For His Work With Carbon, Lapis lazuli, and Roentgen Rays

Signal honors for Technology men were bestowed recently on Dr. Amos E. Cowperthwait '94, and Dr. William B. Coolidge '05, who received the Royal Society of London's Hughes Medal, and also received a professorship at the University of Michigan. Dr. Coolidge received the medal at a banquet given in his honor by the American Philosophical Society.

Stiff Bearings Cause Instructor to Waste Gas

A week ago this problem was encountered by students in the Department of Chemistry. The instructor in question was Dr. Geo. E. Van Dusen. Dr. Van Dusen was attempting to lecture on the subject of "Stiff Bearings," and in the course of his discourse, he encountered a difficulty that was quite unusual. The instructor found that he was unable to control the flow of gas through the bearings, and was forced to resort to the use of a stirrup pump in order to maintain the required pressure.

FLOOD PARTY HOME AFTER HARROWING DRIVE IN VERMONT

First To Send News of Fire Which Troubled Ludlow at 4 A. M. Monday

Four Stations in New England

Completing a harrowing five day drive through Vermont, New England, a radio party, carrying an Associated Press correspondent and a photographer, was on the road on Monday morning. The New England group was one of a number of radio parties that were sent out to report on the Vermont fire which consumed Ludlow, Vt., and caused the death of 13 persons. The report was transmitted to Boston, through which it will be forwarded to New York.

NEW NECKWEAR FOR IS SET BY COMMITTEE

NEW TYPE OF TIE FOR FRESHMEN TO BE SOLD ON SALE

Silk and Wool Cravats Will Be Sold at Coop For One Dollar Each

COLORS TO BE THE SAME

Freshman tie of a new kind of material was introduced last week, the color being the same as that worn by the class of 1913. The tie is made of a material that is less expensive than silk, but is not so expensive as wool. The tie is expected to be popular with the freshmen, who are always looking for new styles.

DRAMATIC CRITIC UPBRIDS PUBLIC

Clayton M. Hamilton Alum

VALEGGARAN

Dr. E. H. Volviler, Chief Chemist of the United States Department of Agriculture, will lecture to the Civil Engineering Honor Society on Tuesday evening. The lecture will be on the subject of "The Modern Trend of the Theatre." Dr. Volviler is well known to the members of the society, and his lecture is expected to be of great interest.

CALIFORNIA BUILDING OF SENIOR FUNCTION TONIGHT

Senior Class Officers to Act As Ushers at Formal Senior Dance

This afternoon at 2 o'clock will be held the Senior Dance in the Main Building. The dance will be sponsored by the Senior Class of 1926. The dance will be a formal one, and all participants are expected to wear their full evening attire.

Eligibility of the class rules will be the exception of the officers of the class of 1926 who are invited to attend. To prevent others from entering on the dance floor, a special committee has been formed to assign the names of the dancers. Renewals will be served to guests who are unable to enter the dance floor, but who are invited to join the festivities. The dance will be closed at 11:30 p.m., and no alcoholic beverages will be served.

DRAMATIC CRITIC UPBRIDS PUBLIC

Clayton M. Hamilton, prominent New York dramatic critic and playgoer, will be on hand to inspect the activities of the students at the dramatics department. He is familiar with the activities of the students, and has been critical of their work in the past. He has been a member of the Dramatic Critic, and is expected to be a valuable addition to the faculty.

TRENCH EXTENDS SEVERAL FEET

Comparatively few students have made appointments for the trench. The only trench that has been completed is the one on the right side of the building. The trench is being extended to the left side, and will be completed by the end of the week.

CABINET HAS BREAKFAST MEETING

Professor Henry P. Van Dusen of the Yale Theological School and Alcoholics. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Professor Van Dusen is one of the leading authorities on the subject of alcoholism.

How To Get A Job Is Topic of Eshbach

Mr. W. O. Dobbs of the Bell Telephone Co. will address the meeting of the electrical students on Saturday, November 1, at 2:30 p.m. He will give the answer to the question, "What kind of an engineering job will I get, and how much will I earn?" This is the second of the series of meetings sponsored by Eshbach, who will be present at all meetings.
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WHERE ARE YOU PUTTING YOUR EGGS?

We ARE constantly amused by the attitude of those undergraduates who believe the engineer is and should be a purely technical person. It is all too often that we see boys come to Technology in the idea that they are to learn nothing else but technical courses and nothing else. The officers of the Institute have realized this danger and have attempted to remedy the situation by prescribing general nature.

It may be that the ladder performs some useful purpose but it is certainly not the only one. One could have a good share in its making and who knows but that in the heat of the battle each man may have contributed a part to the making of the thing.

Agreement between college humor and practical course may, upon leaving the Institute, take a position in a technical graduate is no longer a draughtsman or a surveyor— he is a man of many parts and affairs.

With the American College Editors

The Editorial Board of THE TECH, which voluntarily at-

Another word of complaint is the quality of the automobiles used in the Institute. If we see boys come to Technology firm in the idea that this will be the place where they can make a career it is because they have been misled into this belief.

It is too uncertain and presents too many varied demands for one to place all of one's eggs in a single basket!

Planning a career...
SOPHOMORES FAVORED IN CLASS MEET

Yearlings Should Carry Off Second With Seniors Third; Juniors Fourth

As a result of the showing made by the various classes thus far this year in track, the Sophomores are slight favorites to carry off the honors in the annual handicap meet set to be held tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o’clock on Tech Field. The freshmen should put up a merry battle with the Seniors for second, while the Juniors, who have displayed no miraculous comeback, seem doomed to finish fourth. The various classes are as follows: Varsity, Champions; Sophomores, Second and the list of competitors promises to reach a high peak.

In the two handicap meets already held this fall, the Sophomore contingent have shown up strongly, and in several of these events were officially entered in at least four events. The regulars must finish on top tomorrow to be considered favorites at the start. The freshmen have shown up well in both meets and have made a mighty hit and run effort. Both the Juniors and Sophomores appear excellently poised for this fall, and of the two the former are the better.

Mardy is High Point Beaver

Much of the course of the yearlings must go to Mardy, a sensational all-around field for Oscar Heidland, who has scored a total of 25 points individually in two meets. He will undoubtedly be entered in at least four events, and so as a result the Sophomore contingent will be about the same.

With the exception of McCarty in the javelin throw, the Sophomores have no chance. They are being compelled to score in the first two events, the high and low hurdles race, but it is doubtful if either of the former will win.

Lodge is expected to make a good showing in the 440, while Mardy should carry off a few points in the weight events. The Sophomore contingent will have to show speed and plenty of experience will be needed.

Coming to the Juniors, it is to be noticed that much of the strength of this class is centered in the present year’s sophomores and for their apparent weaknesses, Howe in the high jump, Brookby in the shot put, and Walker in the javelin should contribute a multitude of points towards their team’s total.

At the present it appears as if it will be the sophomores of the day should the hurdles, shot put, 400, and javelin throw. The high jump is particularly one that should be interesting with Howe and Walker taking first place, to the accompaniment of Walker and Keensmeyer, Fred Willett has been another outstanding individual performer with a total of 17 points. His specialty events are in the weight events.

While the second-year men have no individual to compare with Hardy, they have several good men, such as Stoddard, who many times manages to get points to improve his standing. In the point value in the 440, having taken second place in both meets, with twenty-five points in last week’s meet alone. His teammate Boes has an excellent chance in the javelin. The final handicap for the Junior team has been an excellent one, and the high jump, a prominent event here. Higler has been showing good form in the high jump as has Horston in the discus.

FORTY CANDIDATES REPORT FOR HOCKEY

Wednesday’s Mass Meeting Attracts New Men

More than forty candidates reported for hockey Wednesday afternoon. The number for this year has not been verified, but there has been a noticeable increase.

At the meeting, the team was divided into four groups, the first group consisting of the players who have been more than a year out of the game. These men are out of the game temporarily.

The large group of candidates that turn out indicate also that the Cadets and Gray have plenty of material to draw on. If the New England hockey games can be passed off without any mishaps, the Cadets should have a fairly good team.

Two fine meets have been arranged for the beginning of the season and Cornell will come to Tech field for dual meets with Dartmouth and Bowdoin.

Beaver Harriers Are Primed For N.E. Title Games

When the gun is fired to start the New England intercollegiate cross country meet at Franklin Park Monday afternoon the Technology harriers will all be in top form. The one hitch of the schedule is that the 1000 yard race is to be held.

Coach Oscar Hadfield has been preparing for the big event for the past several weeks and with the exception of all season and the marked improvement since the beginning of the year indicates that the Cadets and Gray men are going to give a good account of themselves.

Twelve teams with a total of 115 men have been entered in the 1500 km. V. I. C. A. cross country meet. Seven men will start for each team and the first five will count in the final tally.

Maine and Rhode Island will enter the meet with unscored points, and in addition to winning all of their dual meets Maine also captured the Maine State championship in a triangular meet with Coley and Harlem. The other teams entered in the meet are the following: Brown, Harvard, Columbia, Yale, M.I.T., and Vassar. M.I.T. also has strong teams that are going to give Coley and Harlem a good run for the championship. R. I., Brown, and some of the other colleges with very great team strength have individual stars who will be included in the meet.

With the uncertainty caused by the many men who may be playing beyond the men’s reach, there will not be competition out of their own league. The main object is to encourage support of the teams and to send a good representative team from each school.

OUTLOOK BRIGHT FOR BOXING TEAM

Twelve-three Freshmen Sign Up—Big Squad of Veterans

With the opening of the S. F. C. season for freshmans, Coach Tommy Rawson is prepared with plenty of candidates for the freshman team for the sports season is to be added to the list of registrations again and Rawson has signed up twenty-three men to sign up for the sport. Freshman Mas.

A number of these sign-ups have but little experience in the sport, but the coach was started off with what seemed to be a very good bunch and hard men being on the hill to develop skill, power, and speed. Coach Rawson expects to see the men take up the tactics of the game and get into condition gradually with the ring work done as last as possible, which point beyond the men’s reach.

Just as bright as outlook promises itself for the Varsity for as long now, Coach Rawson has a number of good men from last year’s freshman and Varsity squad in his squad. A group of experienced men is leading the Varsity and their manager, Low E. M., is looking forward to giving the men more matches.

Two fine intercollegiate matches have been arranged for the opening of the season, one against alumni and the other in the later colleges. George Flynn, captain of the 150 pound class of last year’s intercollegiate matches, is mauling the team, having been with the team the three years he is ineligible this year and is filling the void left by those veterans going beyond the men’s reach.

A large part of veterans follow these. Roinal is a favorite better in the 150 pound class and is not likely to score plenty of points for the team this season. Himfie is a former captain of the team and is expected to do big work during the week has been in the

M.I.T. A.A. SPONSORS EXHIBITION NIGHT

Twenty Minute Periods of All Sports Will Be Given by Team Members

An exhibition of sports, sponsored by the M.I.T. A.A., is to be held in Recreation Hall, Tuesday, November 18 at 4:15 o’clock in the Hall of Justice. It is to be the last exhibition of the student body to Technology’s patrons.

The basketball teams and the football teams, and the season ticket holders have been notified of the event. The exception of swimming and roller hockey, the reserve college teams will not compete. The track teams will take part in the contest.

The ticket holders will be revolved and sent into the gym, while all other attendants will be only at the entrance and exit points. The admission to the event is free, and tickets will be distributed by the ticket takers.

A list of nine teams with 89 entries was announced last night that will support the various squads this year. The ladies are expected to do their bit on their own team, but it will not be expected of them that they compete at all as it has been found that they do not do as much as possible without them.

A list of those who will compete in each of the five sports--basket ball, football, track, tennis, and soccer--for next spring when both Holy Cross and M.I.T. will compete for the title. It is believed that if both teams are to be well supported theV. I. C. A. conference meet, has also been announced as the annual N. E. I. C. A. cross country meet.

This accounts for the remainder of the year. He is tall enough to maintain his position for the remainder of the year. He is tall enough to maintain his position for the remainder of the Varsity team.

Attracts New Students

Two fine meets are to be held every two weeks. The first, to be held Friday, November 11, 1927 at 4:30 p.m. in the Rec Hall, will be open to the public and free admission will be charged.

The second meet will be held Wednesday, November 16, 1927 at 4:30 p.m. in the Rec Hall, and will consist of the annual N. E. I. C. A. cross country meet.

It was announced that practice times have been arranged for the teams for next season. The practice will be held every two weeks.

No charge will be made for admission to these meets and the whole squad will be on hand to meet the public.

MOTORCYCLES

Sold, bought, rented and repaired.

WALKER INDIAN CO.

78 Brookline Ave., Boston

INDIAN CO.

SCHOOL ST.

SOCCER TEAM HAS

HARD GAMES

October 14.
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On the Copley Plaza

Tea-Dance at the Copley Plaza

Every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon

Four-thirty to Seven

Music by The Famous Meyer Davis Le Paridis Orchestra

The orchestra that so won the admiration of the Prince of Wales, while in Washington, that he insisted on them being his guests on the Royal Train to Canada. The Prince danced to the music of that orchestra.
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NOTICE

The style color of dressy overcoats this year

blue overcoats
designed for college men

blue overcoats

42.50

specially priced

Correctly cut, finely tailored and smartly styled in these three most desirable materials:

five blue vicunas; rich-looking blue boucle; and distinctive blue ratings.

LOWER FLOOR—THE STORE FOR MEN
COMMITTEE SEeks MORE DURABLE TIE
Silk and Wool Mixture Makes New Cloth Practically Unreasurable

(Continued from Page 1)

too, will be on a par with those new ones. And by giving the man two materials to choose from, the Committee feels that greater satisfaction will result from the use of the tie that is to be worn, discussion, but a change in the color of the tip would be impossible to enforce in the ties that were designed, to help the freshmen make the acquaintance of their classmates, cannot be accomplished, even in the present time. All interested in trying out for the Swimming Team please report at the pool at the University Club on Monday noon.

All men over 82 pounds, net. Carrying more weight than this may be refused.Officer to keep up records. After the first of the year, tryouts will be held at least once a week. For further information see Fred Dickerman, captain.

TECHNOLOGY AIDS IN FLOOD RELIEF WORK

This illustrated the feeling in which the Rules were being ratified at Technology. All candidates for the position of the Rules Committee, the question of the "Hello" rule were the ties abandoned, since it would be impossible to enforce the "Hello" rule without the ties. The ties that were designed, to help the freshmen make the acquaintance of their classmates, cannot be accomplished, even in the present time. All interested in trying out for the Swimming Team please report at the pool at the University Club on Monday noon.
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